‘I was a Girl of my Time’: A feminist literary analysis of representations of time and gender in selected contemporary South African fiction by women

This article offers a feminist literary analysis of selected contemporary South African texts by women writers in order to explore how they represent female characters’ engagement with conventional understandings of time and its chronological and linear progression. These engagements are represented as being particularly fraught for women characters as they find themselves constrained by various temporally located constructions of femininity even as they attempt to heed the temporally dislocated voices of gendered trauma that consistently speak through their bodies. In this article, my focus will be on Bridget Pitt’s novel, Notes from the Lost Property Department (2015), Elleke Boehmer’s The Shouting in the Dark (2015) and Mohale Mashigo’s The Yearning (2016). Despite frequent references to the importance of temporality in making sense of the experiences of the female protagonists, there has been a dearth of scholarly attention to the complexities of the intersections between gender, time and trauma in contemporary South African fiction by women. While gender violence and trauma are topics that have received extensive critical scrutiny in South African literary studies, this article demonstrates that the inclusion of temporality in the analytical framework enables a richer and more nuanced reading of the experiences of the female characters in the selected texts.

Introduction

According to Odih (1999:9), ‘[r]epresentational linear time is premised on the rational ordering and control of space and time and the denial of difference; it knows no Other’. Because women and their experiences have traditionally been relegated to the discursive space of the Other, this means that time and temporality are issues of grave concern to feminist theorists. Apter (2010:4), for instance, explores how Julia Kristeva’s work on ‘women’s time’ calls for a ‘feminist recuperation of archaic and futural temporal measures: cycle, period, pregnancy, the creative time of aesthetic practice’. At an even more obvious level, time is important to feminist scholars because gender is always already a temporally contextualised social construction. Butler (1990:140) reminds us that ‘gender is an identity tenuously constituted in time’. Finally, the traumatic experiences of the female characters in the selected novels make it all the more necessary to consider alternatives to...
rigidly linear conceptualisations of time. This paper employs some of the most important feminist interventions in understandings of and assumptions about gender and time to offer a feminist literary analysis of Bridget Pitt’s novel, *Notes from the Lost Property Department* (2015), Elleke Boehmer’s *The Shouting in the Dark* (2015) and Mohale Mashigo’s *The Yearning* (2016). In these contemporary South African women’s texts, references to time, and to women’s experiences as temporally embedded and constrained, abound. In all three texts, the female characters find that the past bleeds into the present as secrets emerge and memories erupt into the present and, in doing so, they threaten to disintegrate the sense of a unified self. In my analysis of Pitt’s text, I will focus on the representation of the relationship between the character of Iris and her aging mother Grace. The author attempts to disrupt a conventional linear narrative pattern to articulate the experiences of these two characters, and she invites the reader to consider how normally othered aspects of experience are central to their lived realities. Boehmer’s protagonist, Ella, struggles to develop a coherent sense of her place in the world to amidst her father’s misogynist and racialised denigration of her mother and dictates of how a ‘natural’ woman of her time should enact femininity. In the case of Mashigo’s novel, the temporal dislocation that is associated with trauma serves to demand a more creative engagement with time. By analysing these three texts together through a theoretical framework of feminist engagements with gender, time and temporality, the article will shed light on the extent to which women’s experiences continue to be shaped by temporally and spatially located constructions of gender and how trauma insists on disrupting conventional understandings of time.

**Gendered trauma and time**

Towards the end of *The Shouting in the Dark*, after starting to come to terms with the various gendered and racialised traumas that characterised her childhood, Ella articulates the inadequacy of a linear understanding of time as follows:

> The world is all before her, but time, as the Greeks have told her, doesn’t always run forwards in the smooth way you might expect. Unanticipated reminders can bring sudden loopbacks, interrupting the plain surface of things. Knotholes surface in the wood; one story fails to branch into another. (Boehmer 2015:257)

Ella’s observations call to mind the work of numerous scholars who describe how traumatic experiences involve a ‘disruption of the temporal sequence of instants’ (Derrida 2000:75). Caruth (1995) articulates the difficulty of articulating trauma as follows:

> trauma is not experienced as mere repression or defence, but as a temporal delay that carries the individual beyond the shock of the first moment. The trauma is a repeated suffering of the event, but it is also a continual leaving of its site. (p. 10)

Fiction opens up spaces in which such traumatic events can be articulated in ways that ‘register, in the form of its language, the gaps in memory and logic that thwart narrative coherence and linear chronology’ (Kennedy & Jan Wilson 2003:125). Trauma studies is a field that has received wide scholarly attention across the globe. Meining, for instance, theorises trauma in the context of Australia’s stolen generation, and she describes trauma as ‘the epitome of the final inaccessibility of an event in the past and the latency of its interpretation’ (2004:350). Kilby (2002:205) explains the implications of the inaccessibility of the traumatic event as follows: ‘[i]n a sense, therefore, there is nothing to remember except perhaps a sense that there might be something to remember’. Berger (1997) theorises the representational and temporal challenges that trauma poses and he posits that:

> [i]n its emphasis on the retrospective reconstruction of the traumatic event (for the event cannot be comprehended when it occurs), a traumatic analysis is both constructivist and empirical. It pays the closest attention to the representational means through which an event is remembered and yet retains the importance of the event itself, the thing that did happen. (p. 572)

Laub (1992:57) is another important trauma theorist who argues that a traumatic event is experienced as an ‘overwhelming shock’ rather than as something that can be integrated seamlessly into the victim’s frames of references. He expands on this point by explaining that:

> traumatic event, although real, [takes] place outside the parameters of ‘normal’ reality, such as causality, sequence, place and time. The trauma is thus an event that has no beginning, no ending, no before, no during and no after. (p. 69)

According to Murphy (2006):

> [t]rauma’s interstitial residence in the memory gives rise to one of the greatest difficulties in treating trauma. On the one hand, the traumatised subject needs to testify to his experience and achieve some mastery over it in the form of narrative, but to turn the catastrophe into just another story is to deny its power, because narrative’s structure denies one of trauma’s most salient features – its resistance to form. (p. 59)

All these challenges related to the very nature of trauma help to account for the fact that experiences of trauma can so easily be elided. As Felman (1992) notes:

> [b]ecause our perception of reality is molded by frames of reference, what is outside them, however imminent and otherwise conspicuous, remains historically invisible, unreal, and can only be encountered by a systematic disbelief. (p. 103)

In the South African context, in *Narrating our Healing: Perspectives on Working through Trauma*, Van der Merwe and Gobodo-Madikizela (2007) offer important insights into the dynamics of trauma when they explain that:

> [m]emories of trauma are not encoded in the same way as normal experiences. They are stored in dissociated and fragmented form, and often dominate the mental life of victims of trauma. (p. 25)

In terms of the temporal issues related to trauma, Van der Merwe and Gobodo-Madikizela (2007) argue that, for victims of trauma:

> a crucial matter is the abyss between the time before and after the trauma, an abyss that has destroyed all feelings of continuity and order, and they need to include the abyss in their story. (p. 6)
Although there is no one single violent event in Ella’s story that can be identified as traumatic in any straightforward way, a close feminist analysis of the text reveals repeated instances of gendered so-called microaggressions as she was growing up, and the cumulative effect of these can certainly be regarded as a traumatic, discursively and epistemically violent assault on her identity as a girl child and later as a young woman. In her classic feminist text, Misogynies, Smith (2013 [1989]) explains that misogyny ‘isn’t just hatred or fear of women, although both these emotions are involved, but a whole series of slighting and dismissive attitudes’. Nadal et al. (2013:193) note that, ‘[i]n recent years, the study of microaggressions has emerged in the fields of psychology and education’ and gender microaggressions ‘are defined as brief and commonplace verbal, behavioural, and environmental indignities that communicate hostile, derogatory, or negative slights and insults toward women’ (p. 193). The researchers identify a range of short and longer term consequences of ‘the cumulative nature of these types of microaggressions’, amongst which they list trauma. Similarly, Berg (2006:970) examines the ‘correlations between everyday (nonviolent) sexism and the development of trauma symptoms in women’ and she finds a ‘moderately strong relationship’ between the two.1

Although both Ella’s parents are themselves profoundly damaged individuals, my analysis will focus on the traumatic impact their gendered aggressions have on Ella and how these experiences leave her with a story that refuses to be slotted into a simple linear narrative, as she describes above. Ella explains how her parents constitute a team in order to highlight her various ‘defects’. Her mother focuses on the inadequacies of her body whereas the ‘father mostly keeps quiet on the subject of Ella’s physical defects. Instead, it’s her character that concerns him’ (p. 26). This gendered division of labour places the family very firmly in a patriarchal epistemological framework where the damaging Cartesian logic of the body or mind division reigns supreme with women being associated with the former and men with the latter. Ella articulates these thoughts as a 9-year-old girl and, in their formulation, it is clear that she has already accepted her mother’s opinion that her body is somehow defective. The specific bodily phenomenon that is concerning her mother at this early stage of the novel appears to be a perfectly natural vaginal discharge (p. 23) that is used to shame Ella to the extent that she ‘tries to imagine she’s invisible’ (p. 25). The rest of the novel will demonstrate that it is her feminine identity rather than her character that is her father’s primary concern.

Despite the undeniable shortcomings of her mother, the gendered dynamics in their home reveal her father to be a misogynist patriarch whose rage is directed at both Ella and her mother. During an incident, that is, sparked by Ella’s mother burning a meal (p. 73), the father exposes both his deeply embedded hostility to women and his notion of what their ‘proper’ feminine role should be. He asks his wife ‘When will you women ever get it right?’ (p. 73) and he expands the verbal assault to include Ella when he asks ‘What earthly use do you people have?’ before calling them ‘succubi … sucking the lifeblood from [his] veins’ and offering the following observations of what he expects from women: ‘It beats me utterly. That you women can’t get right even the few things you’re good for. Like homemaking maybe. Like maybe giving a man an embrace’ (p. 74). In his gendered worldview, women’s proper roles thus include the very traditional roles of homemaking and providing physical comfort and affection to men. Like Ella’s earlier attempt to hide away and take up as little space as possible in the doctor’s rooms, her mother responds to the attack by whimpering and leaving the room (p. 73). These rages that see the father literally frothing at the mouth with ‘white spittle gathering in the corners of his mouth’ (p. 74), come out of nowhere and Ella seems to grow up in a constant state of alert against attacks on her gendered being. Later in the novel, the author describes how Ella ‘goes to set the table as usual. She senses the father suddenly turn in his chair to face her’ (p. 126). An act as unremarkable and everyday as setting the table prompts the following outburst from her father:

> Look at her, he says in his loud voice, Gawping like some native. Or no, not like a native, a native’s too good. Like a woman, a witless woman. Drinking it all in as if there wasn’t a brain in her miscast skull. (p. 126)

Ella is never in any doubt that the ‘problem’ her father identifies in her character can be traced back to the fact that she inhabits the world in a female body. In a rare moment of imagined connection, she ‘remembers how the father nodded at her ideas as if she were a man, a proper grown-up’ (p. 129) [emphasis added]. For her father, full humanity is clearly reserved for men. The extent to which he dehumanises Ella because of her gender is even more explicit when he tells her: ‘What a fool I was, thinking a child of your mother could forget its weasel nature’ (p. 149). In order to win her tormentor’s favour, Ella tries her utmost to show her father ‘what a rational, useful man she can be’ (p. 160) [emphasis in original] but she inevitably falls short in this regard. He makes sure to continue Ella’s tuition in his essentialist, misogynist view of women when he explains to her that soon ‘boys will start to overtake [her], on almost everything’ (p. 193), and certainly in the things that matter. In the end, he simply concludes: ‘You’ll no longer do as well as them’. This, in his view, is ‘what nature dictates’ (p. 193). He reiterates his belief in the Cartesian duality and women’s relegation to the sphere of corporeality when he notes: ‘Mark my words, as boys grow up, their brains better their bodies, overcome them. For girls it’s the other way about’ (p. 194). As if his comments were not disempowering enough, he insists that any attempt on Ella’s part to challenge her oppressed status as a woman will simply make matters worse. When she tries to defend the value of her own opinions, he reacts as follows:

> I’m telling you to rein it in … Don’t denature yourself, that’s what I’m telling you. Act the young woman. Perversity isn’t attractive. Splitting hairs, scoring points, and then in that horrible

---

1. Although everyday sexism and gender microaggression are obviously closely related phenomena, the most recent literature on microaggression distinguishes between the two. For useful information on the nature and importance of this conceptual difference, see Nadal et al. (2013:193–220).
chainsaw voice, it’s not attractive. Don’t be an unnatural woman, hard and unforgiving, like many women in your mother’s family. Don’t go resenting men for the qualities that make us who we are. (p. 195)

As an only child and with a dysfunctional relationship with a mother who is herself abusive, Ella feels her isolation keenly and she has no real opportunity to gain other views about the purported inferiority of women that those her father offers. One day, however, it occurs to her that she can indeed connect with previous victims of his misogynist rage who are separated from her by temporal divisions:

The thought comes to her from nowhere: she’s not the only one. She’s not the first to be confronted by him in a rage like this, on her own. She’s not the first in her father’s life to quail inside like she’s doing right now … The other wife he sometimes mentions … or the woman he says abandoned him, she’s not sure, the wife or wives before her aunt, back in Singapore, Edit, Nancy Leong – she, too, every one of them, must have sat like this, trying to keep her shoulders square even as the blowtorch of his anger burned white places in her heart. (p. 128)

This ability to identify with other survivors across time offers the first instance where Ella realises that she is neither alone nor necessarily doomed to the life allotted to her in her father’s gendered worldview. This connection to women beyond her own time enables her to imagine a time when things will be different, despite the undeniable trauma and hurt in her present. After her father’s death, Ella hopes that she can restore some linearity to her narrative as she focuses on her future, which she describes as a world that is all before her, while she looks at the crematorium chimney where her father is being cremated and says to herself: ‘There you go, past tense, silent at last. I can follow my own interests now and your hatefulfulness won’t prevent me’ (p. 243). In her futile attempts to establish her linear chronology, she refuses to read her mother’s weekly letters because she knows that they ‘will hark back whereas she is moving forwards’ (p. 258). She has determined that she will be ‘[l]ooking ahead, not back … Tomorrow stretches wide before her’ (p. 255). Since the death of her father, she feels that this impulse to move linearly forward will be realised naturally ‘now that she doesn’t have to go about clenched like a fist, ready at every moment to take up arms, do battle with her adversary’ (p. 256). Her terminological choices here reveal that she experiences her battles with her father as a form of warfare and this helps the reader to understand just how traumatic she found it. She is confident that the ‘fighter who was created by his anger burned white places in her heart’ (p. 256).

The past, however, it too insistent a presence in her present to be so easily relegated to the past and she increasingly finds that she will need to negotiate with time differently as she moves into her future. The following description reveals how she attempts different engagements with time to find something that works for her:

Everything is water, everything flows. You never step in the same river twice. Life proceeds by number, in patterns. If $x$ is $y$ and $y$ is $z$ then $z$ is $x$. All things are linked and proportionate to all other things. (p. 254)

These observations move smoothly from the interconnected, relational and fluid understandings of time that are associated with feminist conceptions of time to the ideas of rigid linearity and causality that are linked to masculinised notions of temporality. When she says ‘[t]here you go, past tense, silent at last’ (p. 243), her words ring hollow as no past, especially not a traumatic one, can be muted. Much as she wants to believe that ‘[t]hat life’s now over’ and that ‘she can throw away the page’ (p. 243), life does not proceed in a straightforward turning of pages because the previous pages emerge like a palimpsest on the current page. Towards the end of the novel, she imagines reconnecting with Phineas, a young black man who worked in their garden without the spectre of her father’s racist and misogynist presence. However, even as she is trying to convince herself that the past can simply bepaged over, she realises that ‘father, everything he stood for, would always be in the way’ (p. 245). Even in death, ‘the father would be there, the third in their conversation’ (p. 245). Ultimately, she concludes that she will need to come up with an approach that challenges the patriarchal logic of linearity and binary oppositions, both of which form part of the larger masculinised epistemological framework. Dead versus alive, past versus future, love versus hate and good versus evil are dichotomies that speak as poorly to her experience as chronological movement through time. In order to engage with the legacy of parents she both love and feared to move into a future suffused with ‘sudden loopbacks’ (p. 257) into the past, she needs to let go of the illusion that she can close the book on the past and more forward into a future unburdened by her memories of her father and mother. The reader is left with some tentative suggestions of such an alternative understanding of time in a brief, concluding chapter entitled ‘Zigzag’ where Ella starts to consider ‘[d]ifferent patterns: zigzags, circles, continuations; not warring opposites’ (p. 272). The last line of the novel also indicates that Ella will need to resurrect the fighter she thought had died but, although the origin of the fight can still be traced back to her father, this is a battle in which she is the active and powerful agent rather that his victim. After moving to the Netherlands where she was born, Ella finds that her father never registered her birth there so she has no legal right to remain. The novel’s last words are spoken by the Dutch lawyer who is helping her with her bid to stay in the country when he explains that their next steps will be a ‘question now not of your father’s oversight but your own hard work. Your fight, in short, is by no means over’ (p. 273). Although the lawyer is referring to her fight to remain in the Netherlands, his words are also apropos of her attempt to continue her life in the ‘zigzags, circles [and] continuations’ that will enable her to acknowledge her traumatic past while still having a future that offers more than the pain of her childhood.

The voice of the body speaking across time

The refusal of traumatic childhood events to remain silent or to allow survivors to relegate them to the sphere of the past also emerges vividly in Marubani’s narrative in The Yearning.
Neither a simple linear progression or a circular temporal sequence does justice in telling her story as she finds herself vacillating between a traumatic unremembered past and her present where she often feels ‘drenched in now’ (p. 22). From the very beginning of the novel, however, it is clear that Marubani is able to draw on a powerful resource that was not available to Ella, namely, a supportive network of female ancestors in the forms of her mother and grandmother, despite regular friction between the mother and daughter. She explains this as follows: ‘I am blessed with matriarchs who hold their own even when the ground falls beneath their feet’ (p. 7). Even though Ella and Marubani are separated by their locations in very different contexts that are marked by race and class, their life prospects as well as their traumatic childhood experiences are very much shaped by the fact that they are girl children in worlds that are structured according to profoundly unequal gendered power relations. After her father leaves the family to pursue his calling as a healer, Marubani is raised by her mother who enlists the help of her own father to care for the child and her brother while she goes to work. Marubani seems to have grown into a happy woman after a childhood with her beloved grandfather as she now has a career she enjoys, a boyfriend she loves, as well as an apartment and close friend she cherishes.

The reader starts suspecting that something might be amiss, however, when Marubani refers to a ‘sudden dizzy spell’ (p. 28) for which she cannot quite account even though she tries to write it off as a consequence of having skipped breakfast. By the time she heads to work, she is ‘feeling a wave of nausea rising’ as a ‘melody creeps out of the corners of [her] mind and [her] heart jumps into [her] throat’ (p. 30). She tries to make sense of the song as follows:

This is not a thought. It is not a memory. Nor is it something created by my imagination. It is the sound of children singing in my head as clearly as if I could pull them out of my brain and they would stand there, right before me in my office. (pp. 30–31)

She recalls her father warning her that the ‘past and the future will stalk you’, but advising her not to ‘choose either of them, always choose today’ (p. 31). Heeding his advice and remaining in the present, however, proves impossible, hard as she tries to do so: ‘I try to immerse myself in my work but I can’t concentrate’ (p. 31). Her body continues to exhibit ever more severe symptoms to such an extent that she ends up hospitalised with doctors suspecting that she might have a brain tumour (p. 82). As she struggles to understand what is happening to her, her body speaks ever more loudly from beyond the confines of linear time or a chronology of past, present and future. Marubani explains that ‘[t]ime is suspended’ (p. 100) as her ‘body’s voice guides [her]’ and the ‘body voice speaks and tells [her] to trust herself with the truth’ (p. 100). The truth that finally emerges is that, as a child, she was abducted by the school groundkeeper who raped and beat her (p. 140). She is thus quite correct when she describes this as something, that is, ‘not a memory’ (p. 30) because it exhibits the ‘temporal peculiarity’ (Kilby 2002:206) that characterises trauma. Culbertson’s (1995) explanation of this resonates strongly with Marubani’s descriptions above:

… the violation seems to continue in a reverberating present that belies the supposed linearity of time and possibility of endings. It at once has a certain pastness, is a sort of ‘memory-knowledge’ … and is not past, not ‘memory’ – that is, a personal, narrated account of something completed, locatable in time – at all. Perhaps it is not remembered, but only felt as a presence, or perhaps it shapes current events according to its template, itself unrecognised. (p. 170)

The singing children, whose songs Marubani could hear from the schoolyard while she was held captive, are felt ‘as a presence’ rather than a memory. Similarly, she senses such a presence when she ‘glimpse[s] something moving at the edge of [her] vision’ (p. 35), but she tries to convince herself that she just imagined it. Her body, however, keeps talking ever more loudly and she describes the following incident at her office:

Instantly my body tells me that something is wrong … Then a big, cold hand falls on my shoulder… The hand dwarfs me instantly and a huge shadow is cast over me. I shut my eyes and breathe in deeply, telling myself that it’s just an intruder and not the sinister stranger who was in the corner of my sitting room a week ago. (p. 61)

The image of a shadow evokes something that can only be present due to an absence of light. It is, like the memory of the traumatic childhood event, simultaneously there and not there. Kilby (2002:206) refers to the ‘non-narrative or protomemories that beat away in [the] body’ in the case of traumatic experiences. While Marubani’s body continues to speak this unspeakable and unremembered past, it is clear that she needs to remember and to fit the experience into some kind of coherent narrative in order to approximate healing and to stop the seizure type events that render her incapable of functioning. Kilby (2002:206) explains that the ‘promise of memory is premised on stripping traumatic memory of its specific temporality (which is what gives it its haunting ghostly power)…’. With the help of her mother and grandmother, Marubani confronts the abuse from her childhood and this allows her to resume a functional existence with her boyfriend as she herself becomes a mother to a little girl.

Feminist theorists have done important work on the ability of the body to speak both of repressed experiences and of the palimpsest-like inscriptions of gender on specifically located bodies. Bayer and Malone (1996:687) note that we are always ‘faced with the question of locating the place(s) from which the body speaks’ and they ask whether ‘this place [is] simply defined as emanating from the voices of other women, from resistant readings of our own narratives, from regression therapy?’ When asking these questions and engaging in these

---

2 As in Boehmer’s novel, references to racial dynamics abound in Mashingo’s text.
As the novel progresses, the reader catches ever more Jess, who is represented as a supremely competent and successful career woman, is thus placed in a position where the pressure to prove her worth in her job is so great that she is unable to take a few days off to care for her sick mother. The limitations of Grace’s options because of the prevailing gendered constructions of proper femininity when she was a young woman auger in the chain of events that eventually leads to Iris falling off a boulder during a family holiday in the Drakensberg in 1972. Much of the interactions between Grace and Iris over the course of the novel refer back to Iris’s inability to remember the events on the night that she fell. In their thoughts and conversations, the notions of time lost, time unremembered and time running our repeatedly crop up alongside repeated reminders of what was expected of women in the various temporal periods that the novel covers. The text is divided into chapters and, just beneath the number and name of the chapter, the year is written in bold. The years in question are 2012, when Iris received word of Grace’s stroke, and 1972, when Iris fell. Interestingly, some of the chapters are dated as ‘2012 – before’. These chapters narrate Grace’s thoughts before her stroke. The addition of the term ‘before’ suggests an attempt by the author to impose some semblance of chronology onto the text even as it is disrupted by a narrative order that jumps between 2012, 1972 and ‘2012 – before’.

In one of the 2012 – before chapters when Grace still has access to her memories before the stroke, she recalls how she felt about Jeremy, an old boyfriend with whom she reconnects by chance during the fateful family holiday in the Drakensberg. She realises that her feelings may be the result of a ‘middle-aged fantasy grafted onto some rosy-hued memory of young love’ and she admits that she and Jeremy ‘did not have the luxury of long years, of testing [their] love with time and misfortune’ (p.107). Yet, when they are together again after all the years of separation, she ‘felt timeless and extraordinary’ (p.107). Once again, they are unable to be together, this time because she needs to take care of Iris after the accident, for which she blames herself. By the end of the novel we learn that Iris saw her mother and Jeremy kissing together, this time because she needs to take care of Iris after the stroke, and 1972, when Iris fell. Interestingly, some of the chapters are dated as ‘2012 – before’. These chapters narrate Grace’s thoughts before her stroke. The addition of the term ‘before’ suggests an attempt by the author to impose some semblance of chronology onto the text even as it is disrupted by a narrative order that jumps between 2012, 1972 and ‘2012 – before’.

In one of the 2012 – before chapters when Grace still has access to her memories before the stroke, she recalls how she felt about Jeremy, an old boyfriend with whom she reconnects by chance during the fateful family holiday in the Drakensberg. She realises that her feelings may be the result of a ‘middle-aged fantasy grafted onto some rosy-hued memory of young love’ and she admits that she and Jeremy ‘did not have the luxury of long years, of testing [their] love with time and misfortune’ (p.107). Yet, when they are together again after all the years of separation, she ‘felt timeless and extraordinary’ (p.107). Once again, they are unable to be together, this time because she needs to take care of Iris after the accident, for which she blames herself. By the end of the novel we learn that Iris saw her mother and Jeremy kissing while her father was asleep nearby and that she fell after...
running off in the dark. After the brain injury that resulted from the fall, she cannot remember what caused her to run off alone and this only adds to Grace’s sense of guilt. Even as she is afraid of doing so, Grace is desperate to tell Iris the truth and she thinks ‘[oh], that we could unravel time, and reknit our lives without those ragged holes of omission and decei(t)’ (p. 185). Her tortured reflections reveal how centrally the notion of time is here:

The best I can do is to tell her now. My mind freezes every time I try to imagine this conversation … I must tell her – time is running out for me … How do I find the words that I have spent forty years hiding? (p. 185)

When she is trying to figure this out, she wonders how to situate this narrative in its proper temporal space:

And where does that story begin? On the morning she ran off? On the day that we walked into the hotel lounge and found Jeremy Pendleton? Or does it begin twenty years before that…. (pp. 185–186)

when she first met and fell in love with Jeremy? The time that Grace lost in her marriage to George when she still yearned for Jeremy shaped her story and that of Iris’s accident, even as it is impossible to impose a rigid narrative chronology with a clear beginning, middle and end onto their experiences. The stroke means that Grace runs out of time to tell her story, elusive as it may be. Iris, however, pieces the fragments together and is left with a profound sympathy for her mother, ‘for the impossible choices that people have to make, for the intractability of time and regret’ (p. 319). In many ways, it is the conventional insistence on linear time rather than time itself that proves to be so intractable. Grace and Iris end up coming full circle with Iris taking her stroke addled mother back to the Drakensberg where the accident happened. At the start of the novel, Iris recalls how ‘Grace ren(de) her, after her accident. Reconstructed all her memories, taught her to walk, to talk, to read, to think’ (p. 15). After the stroke, Grace is unable to perform even basic tasks for herself and, with Jess away; Iris is left to take care of her. In a rare moment of lucidity, she apologises to Iris with the words: ‘I’m not much good to you now, am I…’ (p. 323). Grace’s existence now resembles what Wallace (2006:44) refers to as the ‘second childhood’ which implies that ‘old age is a period of increasing dependence on others for basic bodily functions which suggests a circular rather than linear life pattern, culminating in a return to ma(t)ter’.

Like Iris after her accident, coherent speech mostly eludes Grace after the stroke and Iris sees her mother in the hospital bed as she ‘calls out unintelligibly, moans and thrashes’ (p. 40). Despite Grace’s compromised linguistic faculties, however, she and Iris reconnect at a very profound level when Iris finally learns to forgive herself and her mother and meets her mother in the spaces they are occupying on their circular temporal trajectories rather than relentlessly trying to excavate the past.

**Conclusion**

Winterson (1992:81) contends that, ‘[w]ritten on the body is a secret code only visible in certain lights; the accumulations of a lifetime gather there’. The characters of Ella, Marubani, Grace and Iris all, in various ways, carry the corporeal evidence of their traumatic gendered life experiences in their bodies and these bodily narratives remain hidden from plain sight, which causes much of the tension the characters struggle with in the novels. An important part of their struggles can be traced back to their futile attempts to slot their narratives into a linear, chronological temporal pattern that deals with the past in the present in order for them to move forward into their futures. Trauma, however, causes temporal dislocations which disrupt conventional understandings of time, chronology and linearity. In her discussion of literary texts, Rodi-Risberg (2015:44) notes how an author can make ‘history present in the body of [a] character’ and she explains that the ‘temporal rupture’ (p. 45) caused by traumatic experiences remains located in specific bodies even as they disrupt ‘linear and sequential narratives’ (p. 45). Milojević (2008:333) calls for a re-invention of time because, she argues, the prevailing understandings of ‘hegemonic time’ refer to a social construct, that is, ‘western, Christian, linear, abstract, clock dominated, work oriented, coercive, capitalist, masculine and anti-natural’. Although Milojević may be guilty of somewhat overstating her case, conventional notions of time do fail to speak to the gendered experiences of my selected female characters in general, and traumatised female characters in particular. This failure can, at least partially, be ascribed to the denial of the ways in which temporal dynamics play out on the bodies of women and how these bodies retain and speak traumatised experiences in ways that defy abstract, linear and masculine hegemomic time. Even as the female characters in my selected texts seek to ‘unravel time’ (Pitt 2015:185) so that they can find ways to make sense of their experiences, they are repeatedly reminded that their options are always already circumscribed by the expectations that are dictated by the mere fact that they are ‘girls of their time’.
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